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Mary Wells Opens New CDA Season

Major Lance tops off the CD A Weekend with his lively
entertainment Saturday night.

SHIFTED SEMESTER FOR '65

School Bell Rings Early
Classes Start August 20
Clemson University has officially adopted the "shifted
semester" program as proposed by the administration last
April. The new program will
be put into effect beginning
with the fall semester of 1965.
Under the new system, the
fall semester of 1965-1966 session will begin on August 20
with the matriculation of new
[students. Final exams will begin on December 9, thus elimlinating the present "slack"
F period between Christmas hol' idays and final exams, the
major purpose of the change.
Second semester will begin
with the matriculation of new
students on January 10 and
final exams will begin on
May 4.
Due to the change, 1965
summer sessions will consist
of two five-week periods with
classes meeting Monday
through Saturday. The first
sukmer session will begin on
June 7 and will end July 10,
and the second session will be

from July 12 to August 14.
In 1966 the summer sessions
will consist of a five-week
session followed by a sixweek term.
Several other South Carolina schools are considering
adopting the plan, but none
have yet made the decision
to change. The University of
Michigan, the University of
Kentucky, and Pfeiffer College are among those schools
which are already operating
under the "shifted semester"
system.

FOR BEST FEATURE STORY

Malone Offers Cash

Dr. Henry T. Malone, a
Clemson graduate, will award
a $50 cash prize this year to
the Clemson undergraduate
who writes the best feature
on campus, community, or
state history to appear in THE
TIGER. To be eligible for the
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By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
Tonight the Central Dance
Association will present its
first dance weekend of the
1964-1965 school year. Rat
Hop . 1964 will feature Miss
Mary Wells and Major Lance
in two informal dances to be
held in the Clemson University dining hall.
Mary Wells will entertain
for the first dance held tonight. She has been described
as one of the finest and most
popular female vocalists in
the country today. Some of
her hit songs that have made
her so popular are "Two Lovers," "The One Who Really
Loves You," "You Beat Me
To The Punch." Her latest
hit, "My Guy," has been a
tremendous success all over
the country. She also holds
the distinction of having more
two-sided hits than anyone
else in the entire recording
field.
The warmth, beauty, poise,
and wonderful voice has made
her a great favorite, and has
made her the biggest hitmaker in the business.
During the intermission tonight, the Rat Queen will be
announced and crowned from
the candidates submitted by
their freshman dates. Saturday, the new Rat Queen and
her date will be presented at
half time during the Furman
game. The judges for the Rat
Queen will be Dr. Frank A.
Burtner, Social Science Department; Miss Susan Brown,
Social Science Department,
and Capt. P. A. Parker, Air
Science.
,
Saturday night Major Lance
will present the second of the
dance shows. Lance has been
described as a bright young
star with an exciting voice
and a wonderful personality.
His biggest hits, "The Monkey Time" and "Urn, Um, Um,
Um, Um, Um," explain his
sudden popularity over the
nation.
Tickets for Rat Hop 1964
may be purchased at the
CDA table in the dining hall.
Separate tickets to each of the
dances will cost $4.50. The

on Saturday which includes
awards to best fraternity, to a
Greek god and goddess, and
other awards.
The fraternities annually
build displays for Homecoming weekend; also on the
same weekend they perform
(Continued on page 6)

Henry T. Malone-Gamma Alpha Mu Award, features must
be original compositions in-;
volving research; editorial
columns will not be eligible
for consideration.
After receiving his Bachelor of Science degree at
Clemson, Dr. Malone earned
his M. A. and Ph. D. at Emory University. He is currently Director of Development
and a professor of history at
Georgia State College in Atlanta.
Dr. Malone has written two
books, Cherokees of the Old
South; A People In Transition and The Episcopal Church
In Georgia. He has also had
several articles published in
periodicals.
The features to be considered must be between 1000
and 1500 words in length.
Any Clemson undergraduate
may submit material to THE
TIGER for consideration for
(Continued on page 6)

CDA is offering a block ticket
costing only $8.00. Freshmen
may buy a fall season ticket
for $12.00. This non-transferable ticket is good for the two
Rat Hop dances and two
Homecoming dances.
Freshmen will be allowed
to have cars on the campus
this weekend. However, they
should contact the traffic of-

ROTC Departments
Name Cadet Leaders
Clemson's Air Force and
Army ROTC departments recently named Wing and Brigade commands and staffs.
Captain P. A. Parker, Jr.,
Commander of Cadets
AFROTC, announced that Cadet Colonel James H. Wood
will act as Wing Commander.
Cadet Colonel Roger A. McClain and George L. Rawlings are special assistants for
Capt. Parker.
Cadet Lt. Col. John C. Commander, Toby M. Edwards,
Kenneth H. Kingsmore, and
Timothy H. Long are heading
Clemson's four Cadet Groups.
George Irwin, Lauren B.
Allen, Jimmy C. Bowers,
Tommy F. Smith, William R.
Claire, Richard S. Newton,
Stanley G. Hull, Samuel E.
Cohn, Robert J. Rice, William
A. Flynn, Marty S. Driggers,
and Liston B. Edge will command the thirteen squadrons.
John Hill is the Band Commander while Otis P. Lutz is
co-ordinator for the Flying
Bengal Drill Team.
Cadet Col. John E. Parker
in, the new commander of
the Army ROTC Cadet Brigade at Clemson, announced
this week the new chain of
command in the ROTC Brigade.
Cadet Lt. Col. Allen W.
Hitchcock is the Brigade Executive Officer. Cadet Lt. Col.
Gerald M. Glenn will act as
Brigade Pre-camp Co-ordinator. Cadet Majs. Edward L.
Holcombe (S-l), John L. Scoggins (S-2), Dennis W. James
(S-3), and William P. Law
III (S-4) are also on the Brigade staff. Cadet Maj. William H. Linn, Jr. is the Brigade Public Information Officer.
William F. Gerald, Jr., a
cadet lieutenant, is First Battalion Commander. Cadet Lt.
Cols. John C. Newton and
Lance B. Lanier are commanding the second and third
battalions, respectively.
Cadet Capt. Charles H.
Reed is the Band Company

Coeds Hold
Open House
The Women's Dormitory
will hold Open House Saturday morning from 10 to
12 a.m. Everyone is invited. Several coeds will
guide visitors throughout
the dormitory. Dean Susan
G. Delony, Dean of Women, and Mrs. Mary B.
Hood, head resident, will
greet the visitors.

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPONS

Health Service Renews Flu Immunization
Using a needleless air gun
or conventional needles, the
Student Health Service will
again hold a mass immunization program against the influenza virus.

fice on the 8th level of the
Student Center to register
their automobiles.
According to Johnny Scoggins, CDA publicity chairman, the Dance Association
has been working very hard
to provide the best possible
entertainment for the lowest
prices. They feel Rat Hop
1964 should be the best ever.

a.m. until 1 p.m. is reserved
The free flu shots will be for day students; the clinic
given on Oct. 6 and 7 in the will then be opened to all
Student Lounge about the other Clemson students from
Loggia; there will be a boost 2 p.m. until 8 p.m.
series during the first week in
An air injects the influenza
February. Each day from 11 vaccine through the pores of
the skin by means of a high
pressure blast of air. Needles
will also be available for
those who prefer them to the
air gun.
Since the introduction of
the flu vaccine during the
epidemic in 1957, Dr. J. E.
Hair, director of the Student
Health Service, says that it
has been proven to be effective against the influenza virus. As a result of the Clemson program last year which
included a boost shot in December, he found that the effectiveness of the shots was
about five months.
On a group of students at
Georgia Tech in a similar
program without the boost
shots the effectiveness was
only three months. From
these results Dr. Hair decided,
in hopes of further prolonging the effectiveness, to move
the booster shots to the first
week in February.

commander; his executive officer is 1st Lt. Horace E. Hudson. Cadet Capt. Bobby L.
Lanford is commander of the
rifle team; Cadet 1st Lt. Jack
D. Belk is the executive officer.
This year for the first time
the junior Army ROTC cadets will be together as a separate company, commanded
by Cadet Maj: William C.
Efird.
The company .commanders
are Cadet Capts. Gerald W.
Caughman, Jerry D. Handegan, William P. Bradley,
George N. Dorn, Jr., Thomas
L. Gooding, Raymond P. Cadorette, Pierce D. Bishop, Theodore S. DuBose, Douglas G.
Mahon, Larry J. Smith, and
Larry R. Fisk.

Top Honors Go
To Army ROTC
Cadets Recently
Recently two Clemson Army
ROTC graduates received top
honors in U.S. Army training
courses.
Harvey D. Burbage, a 1963
graduate from Greenville, finished first out of 31 men in
the U.S. Army Signal Corps
Officer training course at Ft.
Gordon, Ga. Robert W. Taylor
of Florence, a January, 1964,
graduate, finished first in a
class of 36 at the U.S. Army
Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
Tex.
At Clemson Burbage won
the Tau Beta Pi award; he
was listed in Who's Who in
American Colleges. He was a
member of Blue Key and Phi
Eta Sigma.
Taylor graduated from
Clemson in electrical engineering. At Clemson he was
president and vice-president
of Alpha Phi Omega; he was
a Persbing Rifle pledge.

Tillman Hall—the age old and time worn monument to Clemson College still stands as a reminder of what one man's dream can become. It is ample evidence of the state-wide and
national worth which has been attained over the past 69 years. Tiger special photo.

Application Deadline Nears
For Graduate Fellowships
Only a few weeks remain
in which to apply for Fulbright-Hays fellowships for
the 1965-66 academic year.
More than 900 graduate
grants to 53 countries are
available through the U. S.
Department of State's educational exchange program,
which is authorized by the
Fulbright-Hays Act.

University Welcomes
New Staff Additions
Thirty-four new members
have been added to the staff
of Clemson University since
July 1, 1964.
New members of the staff
of the College of Arts and
Sciences are: Dr. Joe Frank
Allen, Asst. Professor of
Chemistry; Edward Lee Bethel, Associate Professor of
Mathematics; Marie Irene
Binesse, Instructor in Speech
and English; John Douglas
Davenport, Asst. Professor of
Psychology; Dr. John L. Ging,
Asst. Professor of Physics;
Villard Stuart Griffin, Instructor in Geology; Dr. William R. Hare, Jr., Associate
Professor of Mathematics.
William B. Herlinger, Associate Professor of Modern
Languages; John L. Idol, Asst.
Professor of English; Carroll
W. Jennings, Asst. Professor
of English; Paul A. Klevgard,
Instructor of History; Dr.
Stanley M. Lukawecki, Associate Professor of Mathematics; John H. McElroy, Visiting Instructor in English.
Leonard J. Newell, Jr., Instructor in History; Bobby J.
Prochaska, Instructor in
Mathematics; Stephen L. Shapiro, Instructor in Economics;
Beverly N. Skardon, Instructor in English; Nicola Vulkovic, Instructor in Economics;
James H. Ware, Jr., Asst.
Professor of Philosophy and
Religion; and John A. Yount,
Asst. Professor of English.
Those who have been added to the College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences
are: Edward McCrory Corkey,
Assistant Professor, Agricultural Economics; Michel Wilfried Jutreas, Assistant Professor, Agronomy; Lonnie Eugene Talbert, Assistant Professor, Agricultural Economics.
New instructors added to

the_ School of Architecture
are: Dr. Clifton James Marshall, Associate Professor, Architecture; Frank P. Morris,
Lecturer in Architecture.
New members of the Engineering Department are: Dr.
John deCourcy Antrim, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering; Dr. Samuel F. Hulbert, Assistant Professor, Ceramic and Metallurgical Engineering; Dr. Ronald Leslie
Sack, Assistant Professor of
Civil Engineering.
New additions to the School
of Industrial Management and
Textile Science are: Dr. Sang
Oh Park, Assistant Professor,
Industrial Management; Dr.
Samuel M. Willis, Associate
Professor of Industrial Management; Dr. Cyril O. Shuler,
Assistant Professor of Industrial Management.

Board Picks
Cheerleaders
For Season
Cheerleaders for the 1964
football season were chosen
this week by a board made up
of the head cheerleader, the
president of the student body,
the president of the InterFraternity Council, the Dean
of Men, the Dean of Women,
and two students at large
from the student body.
Lloyd Kapp is the new head
cheerleader; Susan Moore,
Ande Mitchell, Nancy Miller,
Marty Driggers, Edwin Dargan, Grey Walsh, and Richard
Papini are the new cheerleaders. Ken Bolt will be the
Country Gentleman, Ed Golubski the Tiger, and Danny
O'Steen will fire the cannon.

Application forms and information for students currently enrolled in Clemson
University may be obtained
from the Graduate School. Individual department heads
also have lists of countries
offering opportunities in particular fields. The deadline
for filing applications through
the Graduate School is November 6.
Students who wish to apply for an award for study or
research, or for teaching assistantships, must have: U. S.
citizenship, at least a bachelor's degree by the beginning date of the grant, language proficiency commensurate with the proposed project,
and good health. Social workers must also have at least
two years of professional experience after the Master of
Social Work degree. Applicants in the field of medicine
must have an M.D. at the
time of application. Creative
and performing artists do not
require a bachelor's degree,
but must have four years of
professional study or equivalent experience.
Selections will be made on
the basis of academic and/or
professional record, the feasibility of the applicant's proposed study plan, and personal qualifications.
Three types of grants are
available under the FulbrightHays Act: U. S. Government
Full Grants, Joint U. S.-Other
Government Grants, and U.
S. Government Travel-Only
Each Full Grant provides
round-trip transportation, tuition, maintenance, and health
and accident insurance for
one academic year of study or
research. Participating countries in the Full Grant program include: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Brazil, Ceylon,
Chile, China (Republic of),
Colombia, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany (Federal
Republic of), Greece, Iceland,
India, Iran, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru,
Philippines, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Thailand, Turkey,
United Arab Republic, United
Kingdom and Uruguay.
Special opportunities under
the Full Grant program include: teaching assistantships
in India, Iran and Italy for

students interested in teaching English as a foreign language; and fellowships in Italy for teaching American
language and literature, history, philosophy or law.
Joint U.S.-Other Government Grants are offered cooperatively by the U.S. Government (which provides traval) and a foreign government
(which provides tuition and
maintenance). Joint awards
are available for study or research in Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Rumania and Venezuela.
For Travel-Only Grants, the
United States provides a supplementary travel stipend for
a maintenance and tuition
scholarship awarded by a
university, private donor or
foreign government. These
awards are for ten countries:
Afghanistan, Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, Iceland, Israel, Italy, Netherlands and Sweden.
Under a special program,
additional grants for 1965-66
will be available for study in
Latin America. It is expected
that as many as 80 grants
will be offered to graduating
seniors and recent graduates
for study in countries where
the number of U.S. students
has traditionally been small,
such as Bolivia, Brazil, Costa
Rica, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
Uruguay and Venezuela. Recommended fields of study are
social sciences, political science, history, law and humanities.
The applications of the students, processed by the Institute, are reviewed by National Screening Committees of
specialists in various fields
and area studies. Panels of
candidates recommended by
the Committees are forwarded to the supervising agencies
abroad for further review. If
an award from another government is involved, applications are also presented to
that government for consideration. The final selection is
made by the Board of Foreign Scholarships, comprised
of 12 leaders in the educational field, appointed by the
President of the United
States.
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Date Accommodations
Every dance weekend there arises
the problem of finding accommodations for students' dates. Residents
of Clemson realize this problem and
make every effort to assure a place
for as many girls as possible. The
C. D. A. must have the co-operation
of all students in order that sufficient accommodations will be available for every dance weekend. In the
following letter, E. T. Smith, President of the C. D. A., explains certain
basic ethics for students engaging
rooms in private homes for dance
weekend.
A number of townsfolks of Clemson, many of whom are members of
the faculty or administration, realizing the shortage of accommodations
in the Clemson community, voluntarily make rooms available for dates
of students on dance weekends. In
spite of these acts for the welfare of
Clemson students, some students are
confused concerning their responsibilities to their hostess and at least
indirectly to their dates.
The following reminders will
serve to orient the confused as to
what may be expected of them and
in turn what they should know about their hostess:
a. The persons who surrender the
privacy of their homes, and disrupt
normal living routines for one or
more dates are not inn-keepers. They
are not in the motel business for
the purpose of being remunerated.
Yet, they are not expected to sustain
a financial loss for the inconveniences involved. The usual charges
are considered most reasonable.
b. Your date, not you, nor your
friends, or her friends, is entitled to
guest privileges. These privileges
will vary between homes. These privileges should be discussed with
each hostess. A sincere consideration for all members of the house-

hold might well result in additional
privileges. On the other hand illadvised use of facilities and appliances without permission most surely will result in reduced privileges.
c. If after arranging for a room
you get a "Dear John" notification,
don't fail to notify your hostess.
Your buddy may get a last minute
acceptance for a date with no place
for her to stay. Not only that, it's just
common courtesy to notify the lady
of the house that a room will not
be needed.
d. Most hostesses will expect your
date to return to their house within
a reasonable time after the dance.
Should you be planning out-of-town
parties, or extra trips, a full and
frank discussion beforehand will usually avoid the risk of misunderstanding.
e. Plan the times you will pick up
your date throughout the weekend.
Give her adequate time to get ready.
She wants to look her best even
though the activity may be informal.
By giving her sufficient time, you FISH 'N QUIPS
should both avoid any uncomfortable waiting. ,
f. Never place your hostess in the
position of having to ask you for
By HOWIE FISHBEIN
payment of charges incurred.
TIGER Columnist
g. A "A Thank You Note" to the
You remember registering
hostess after a weekend at her home in the field house where it
is always in order. It adds that little always smelled like a month
bit extra that will cause your date old sweat sock . . . You rewhen the book
to be a welcome guest on her next member
store used to be the Post
visit to Clemson.
Office . . . You remember
Your entire weekend can be as when the "coffee" in the
used to cost a nickel
pleasant as you wish to make it. canteen
. . . You remember when the
Consideration for others is primary. Dairy Bar was located
Neither you nor your date can help where the English Complex
stands . . . You rebut be observed throughout the now
member when Dan's was on
weekend. Your actions will be a di- the corner . . . You rememrect reflection on the parental guid- ber when you drank beer at
Capri's instead of at Boltance you have received.
on's . . . You remember havE. T. Smith, President
ing classes in Tillman Hall
Central Dance Association
. . . You remember seeing

You've Been Here A Long Time If..

TIGER Needsnewspaper
Staffers
experience. No such ex-

Every year THE TIGER extends
an invitation to freshman to join
THE TIGER staff. It is felt that
freshmen should be informed that
they can participate fully in all
TIGER activities. As an example of
the fine opportunity freshmen have,
we on THE TIGER staff point to
the fact that four of our senior staffers were freshmen last year.
Another misconception that many
freshmen have concerns previous

perience is necessary, because we
feel that teaching junior staffers is
a job for the individual heads of the
various departments.
Openings exist in almost every
phase of TIGER work. There is a
special need for cartoonists, photographers, and typists. The opportunities are here and the jobs are
waiting. We invite freshman, as well
as upperclassmen, to consider the
opportunities found on THE TIGER.

On Letters To Tom
Have you comment on THE
TIGER, what's in THE TIGER,
Clemson, or anything vaguely connected with Clemson? If so, address
your correspondence to:
Letters to Tom
c/o THE TIGER

P. O. Box 2097
Clemson, S. C.
THE TIGER will be glad to publish as many letters as space permits.
All letters must be signed; however,
a writer's name may be withheld
from publication on request.

the Clemson Tigers play in
a post season football game
. . . You remember when
freshmen math was a five
credit course . . . You remember when there were
no end zone seats in
Death Valley . . . You remember Dean Cox was a
baseball coach and Dean
Coakley wasn't here . . . You
remember when nearly all
the females on the campus
were married, pregnant, or
ugly . . . You remember
when the student body
marched on the President's
house to demand a longer
Christmas vacation . . . You
remember when High Falls
wasn't off limits to Clemson
students . . . You remember
when going to Herman's
was like watching the Friday night fights on television . . . You remember
when you didn't have to
pay for the room at the
Dixie Hotel . . . You remember when Clemson students
could take a walk in town
without getting clubbed on
the head by local policemen
You remember when there

Student Fees At Clemson: Rising, But Still No Room For Complaint
By BILL HAMILTON
Associate Editor
Few people think of Clemson as an expensive school.
In fact, many students
think Clemson's bargain
rates are the school's chiefest advantage.
Nevertheless*, a Washington report was carried by
the Anderson INDEPENDENT early in August which
claimed that Clemson's fees
were higher than those of
any other land-grant school
in the country. Four days
later the INDEPENDENT
implied
editorially that
Clemson had "lost sight of
the reason for its founding
and priced itself out of the
reach of those would-be
students."
Then, on August 16, the
INDEPENDENT carried a
"communication"
from
Wright Bryan, Clemson's
vice president for development, which stated that
many of the statistics cited
in the Washington report
false. For instance, Clemson's tuition had not increased 411 per cent in the
last five years as stated, but
88 per cent; also, the amount of that tuitiotf was
not $309 per semester, but
$243. Bryan also cited outer land-grant institutions

;Xs/V;^$r;y|

(M. I, T., Penn State, Rutgers, Cornell, and Vermont)
which charged higher tuition than Clemson.
Two days later the INDEPENDENT
commented
on its editorial page that the
five schools cited by Bryan
were in richer states than
South Carolina, and implied that Clemson was closing
its doors to poor farm boys
by charging fees anywhere
near the fees of those
schools in the rich Northeast.
Well, somewhere along
the line the discussion began to lose perspective.
Without accusing the INDEPENDENT of any malice
toward Clemson, we must
say that the statistics cited
on tuition alone do not give
a clear picture of the costs
of attending land-grant institutions. One must also
consider costs of room,
board, medical fees, etc.
A study of the catalogues
of several land-grant schools
around the nation reveals
the following figures for the
costs of one year's attendance by in-state students.
Included are expenses for
tuition, medical and other
fees, and room and board.
Rutgers
$1,329
Oregon State
1,167

North Carolina
State
1,035
Clemson
1,016
University of
Arizona
966
Auburn
840
When private schools are
taken into consideration, expenses at Clemson look
much more attractive. For •
instance the following costs.
Vanderbilt
$1,950
Emory
1,935
Wofford
1,730
Furman
1,600
Wake Forest
1,400
Clemson
1,016
Still, comparing these figures does not take into account "variations in resources other than student
fees, or the willingness of
students and parents to pay
part of the increased cost
necessary for higher quality
education." A comparison of
student fees and the efficiency with which the landgrant institutions use the
fees would require an exhaustive study of the tax
structures of the various
states, quality of education,
faculty
salaries,
student
benefits, grounds and buildings, accreditation, and
many other things.
It should be realized that
all of Clemson's increases in
tuition have not been made
simply by administrative de-

cree, but have been approved by the state legislature
to pay for the construction
of new buildings and increases in faculty salaries,
necessities for high quality
education. And the Administration has received not
one formal complaint concerning the increases in
fees: an indication that the
people of South Carolina
realize the costs required for
higher education.
Also, the fact that South
Carolina's per capita income is the second lowest in
the nation does not alter the
amount it costs to run a university. The number of poor
farm boys which Clemson
excludes from its halls is
open to speculation, but this
writer would be inclined to
believe that it is very small.
Two reasons are, first, the
number of poor farm boys
is smaller now than in the
days of Clemson's founding,
and second, that there exists the availability of loans,
scholarships and student
employment.
As for Clemson's losing
sight of its reason of founding, it would be more accurate to say that Clemson
has not lost sight of it, but
has broadened its objectives
in order to meet the changing needs of the state.

was only one summer school
session . . . You remember
when all the Army R. O. T.
C. courses were taught in
the Geology building . . .
You remember when Mrs.
Edwards used to be the
guardian of the student
lounge . . . You remember
when Roy Hamilton sang at
Littlejohn's instead showing
up at a C.D.A. affair . . .
You remember when all the
I. M. courses were taught in
Hardin Hall, and there were
more students in there after
dark than during daylight
hours ... You remember
the sounds of Block "C"
paddles as they crashed on
tender rumps of new members . . . You remember
when grain alcohol could be
borrowed from the Chemistry department for internal
use . . You remember when
there was only one smokestack on the physical plant
. . . You remember when

Clemson beat the Duke Blue
Devils in the semifinals of
the A.C.C. basketball tournament . . . You remember
when Hartwell Lake was
the Seneca River . . . You
remember
reading
Zip
Grant's column instead of
this one . . . You remember
waiting outside the dining
hall for meals instead of
waiting inside . . . You remember the first time you
stole the fire truck . .. You
remember when President
Johnson stopped at Clemson
to campaign as the Vice
Presidential candidate . . .
You remember when the
College Cafe was Nick's Bar
. . . You remember when the
rats rioted at the Furman
football game ... You remember when the only pair
of tight pants found on
campus belonged to coeds
. . . You remember when
Clemson was a liberal campus? ... I don't.

CURES FOR PAYNE

Modern Problems:
Leisure, Boredom
By LARRY JOE PAYNE
TIGER Col»w»nisi
Americans now have more
leisure time than ever before, and all indications
seem to point in the direction of even more for the
future. With the four-day
workday looming over our
heads, we will soon have
more leisure than we know
what to do with.
Leisure is not a new problem born of automation, but
is a new problem for a great
many people who were never before concerned with it.
America has had a leisure
class since the industrialization of our country began.
At that time a young, idle
rich class arose in America.
Many of the young rich
men claimed that life was
such a bore that they did
not think it worth living.
But some of the bored ones
decided Uf devote their leisure, time to the Arts and
Sciences. These young men,
whom we would call the
idle rich, had on a large
scale much the same problem as we face today on a
smaller scale. But the primary problem, in its simplest terms, is how to avoid
boredom.
We used to be more accomplished at being able to
endure boredom, but not so
today. With the three day
weekend now a reality and
with shorter working days,
we now envy the person
who has a great deal of
leisure time to spend with
families, friends, and just
plain relaxation. In short,
work is no longer regarded
as a virtue—leisure is now
a virtue.
Every new scientific development, whether it is
aimed at making us more
beautiful or putting a man
on the moon, leads in one
way or another to reducing
still further the sweat of the
public brow. As leisure has
increased, so has the gross

national product. We produce' more but with less effort.
Our most effective tenowhow has been in the production of leisure, a commodity filled with promise
and booby traps. It is the
engineer with his slide rule
who knows how to produce
leisure, but it is the dilettante who knows how to use
it and make it productive.
Dilettante here does not
strictly mean one who pursues the Arts and Sciences.
The dilettante is a consumer. He is a man who takes
the pursuit of happiness
seriously and works at it.
He is not lazy. He uses his
leisure time pursuing interesting and worthwhile interests. He knows what he
wants out of life and will
go to a lot of trouble to get
it.
The dilettante is the ideal
consumer. If he likes music,
he will demand the best.
The arts were once considered effeminate and if a
man did not go to sleep during a concert, he was regarded with suspicion. But
the greatest satisfaction of
the dilettante is not in doing
but in discovering, in discriminating, and in enjoying
the fruits of knowledge and
his taste. The dilettante
finds his satisfaction primarily in the mind.
The dilettante is not by
any means necessarily a
high-brow. He may be a
professional intellectual, but
he never poses as anything
he is not. If our leisure is to
be used effectively in the
pursuit and improvement of
our minds and our cultural
arts, then we are going to
have to become dilettantes.
It will be as dilettantes and
consumers that we" will, in
the long run, determine the
quality of our culgir*.
Leisure is, indeed, a virtue—if we become dilettantes.

Every profession has its obligations as well as
its compensations. It is doubtful if this realization has any meaning for the professor who was
heard to say that it was no concern of his whether
his students passed or failed. It was with great j
pride that he further remarked that he had not
as yet (nor intended to in the future) lost any |
sleep over his students^
Everyone is aware that as universities grow]
larger in numbers of students, the individual attention given each must diminish. Each professor j
just has so much time to give to his job, and no i
more is expected. However, there is no limit to
the amount of concern which he can have over
the quality of work his students are doing. This j
concern should never take the form of "giving'1
students breaks they don't deserve. But perhaps j
it could be expressed in such actions as being interested enough to urge them to come for conferences if they are in trouble. Maybe it could J
even call forth enough interest to cause the prof
to go to the registrar's office and look over rec-j
ords to find out the student's potential and weaknesses. It's all there just for the investigation of'
those who are supposed to guide him.
Maybe the professor could consider eating in
the dining hall or canteen occasionally. A few,
do, and they are professors whose classes are
sought and who get extra effort from their students.
Another result of a professor's concern would
be learning his students' names. Suppose he has
150 students. He sees each of them three times
per week, and he sees their names every time he
records a grade. Any executive in industry finds,
it necessary to know his employees if he expects
a profit-making organization and there are often
many more than 150.
It is very gratifying to know that only a small
portion of the teaching profession feels that the
students they teach are machines of either good
or poor quality and undeserving of the benefit
of a doubt as to which category they belong.
Most recognize that theirs is an honored profes-,.
sion with gigantic responsibilities and disastrous
results, if those responsibilities are not met; that
those bodies are real, live human beings with
which, in a manner of speaking, they are playing God. It should be only after prolonged, serious thought that a professor decides his only duty
is to successfully defend himself against those
who attend his classes. It is expected that after
that much thought his conclusion will be in another direction.
There is no suggestion that students should bej
"spoon-fed." Learning their responsibilities is a
part of their education. On the other hand if a I
student overcuts, sleeps in class, or consistently
works below his potential only the professor has
this knowledge and only he can direct the student
to one who can help him. Many industries hire
psychologists to keep work production at the optimum. The loss sustained in a university that refuses to be interested in its students as people is
much greater than the dollars and cents lost by
industries.
The one absolutely necessary ingredient f<pr
being an effective professor on the undergraduate
level is an engrossing interest in this product
with which he is working. There is not enough
monetary profit to make it worthwhile. Apart
from any of the worn-out platitudes heretofore
used, may it be stated frankly that any man or
woman who doesn't like people should leave the
teaching profession and find employment in
which he can work with a product which he feels
is worthy of his effort and concern.
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Expert Advises
About Moveouts
By TIGER Feature Staff
Dr. Ferdinand J. Fink, the
world famous expert on counseling estranged rommates,
has recently allowed the TIGER to have an exclusive interview with him. The main
discussion centered on the increase in roommate tensions.
This expert has commented
that there is an astonishing
increase in the number of
moveouts in the dormitories.
Moveouts is a term used in
his discussion to denote those
students who change rooms
because of their dislike of
their roommate.
Dr. Fink stated, "I think
the moveoui situation is
much more alarming than
the high number of college
dropouts."
After much research and
testing in this area, he has
discovered a direct correlation between the number of
movements and the time interval between the baths taken by these same people. One
of his noted research projects
at the Lower Slobbovian University showed this fact to be
more than fiction.
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Cleopatra Is Disappointing
By CHARLES HILL
TIGER Feature Writer
By now, practically everybody important has seen
Hollywood's greatest multimillion dollar
brainchild,
Cleopatra. From this hypothesis follows an inevitable
conclusion: practically everyone was disappointed in it.
Flickgoers emerged from the
moviehouses in various states
of tedium and boredom after
sitting through the artless fiasco. Yet, enough went to see
the picture to rank it in the
top ten money-making films
of all time. Why, then, was
such a popular picture so disappointing?
Contrary to widely circulated propaganda, it was possible to sit through this three
and one half hour ultra-spectacular without falling asleep,
though such a feat required
some small amount of effort.
Miss Taylor's costumes, or
more precisely, lack of costume, provided sufficient stimulus to keep even the non NoDoz consumer alert. In fact,
her appearances seemed judiciously spaced throughout
the film for that very purpose.
Otherwise, a tendency towards
somnolence was understandable.
Plotwise, Cleopatra seemed
to be an effort to wed William
Shakespeare's Julius
Caesar and Anlbny and Cleopatra into a compact cinerama, complete with wide
screen and living color. Somehow, it lost something in the
translation. The script could
have been immeasurably improved if it were more
Shakespeare's and less Wanger's. (Or whoever wrote it.
They changed writers, producers, and directors so often, no one knows exactly
who's responsible.) Many of
the lines were much too absurd for such a noble epic.
The marriage of the plays
seemed to have caused unsolvable historical problems
also. Example: Cleopatra definitely was not in town on the
Ides of March. Several of
Shakespeare's best scenes
were completely by-passed;
others, hopelessly watered
down. There was no soothsay-

er to shout "Beware!", and no
eloquent funeral speech from
Antony. Caesar's murder was
seen only through a seancelike vision, and only by adept
lip reading could one hear
him say, "Et tu, Brute?" The
rousing scene yj the Antony
and Cleopatra part in which
Cleo rails out at the messenger who brings her the news
of Tony's marriage to Octavia
was mutilated beyond recognition. No clown was there to
bring in the fatal basket of
figs. And, alas! The asp didn't
even bite Cleopatra on the
right place. Now that would
have been an interesting
scene!
The acting was a bit more
noteworthy than some other
components of the film. The
great Rex Harrison was a
charming Caesar, witty and
sly and treacherous all at
once. Richard Burton, an excellent legitimate Shakespearean actor, was the perfect
Antony. In his love scenes
with Elizabeth, it's difficult to
tell whether he's acting or
not. One can envision the director trying helplessly to
break up their clinch after
the cameras have stopped
rolling. As for Miss Taylor's
acting ability—well, it's no
match for Harrison or Burton.
But the main qualifications
for a Cleopatra are that she
(1) have a magnificent body,
(2) be able to display it temptingly, and (3) make love passionately. Here Miss Taylor
excelled beyond the wildest
dreams! Even if she was a
disappointment when she
spoke, who cared?
The scene most likely to be
remembered? Not the famous
bathtub scene, which was unmercifully cut by the film editors. Let's face it, only if Liz
had jumped up buck naked
out of the tub would the average male have been satisfied, and that just doesn't
happen in American films.
(Maybe the European version
is better.) No, the scene that
really aroused the audience
was the one in which Cleopatra had the impassioned
Caesar on her bed and was
chanting to him in a singsong voice the physical attri-

One group was asked to
take their normal number
of showers—a minimum of
one every two days—and to
use ordinary soap. The other group was required to
take the same number of
baths, but without the use
of any soap. These final results showed that 50 per
cent fewer moveouts occurred in the group who
used soap.
Dr. Fink also feels that the
frequency which the roommate wash their clothes is another cause of the large percentage of moveouts. Another
study was made so that he
could prove this point also.
But the group that was asked not to wash their clothes
cheated; after two months,
they returned to washing
their clothes, therefore, making the entire project invalid.
With these two studies completed, the expert turned to
a third phase of the moveout problem; Determining the
Thin Red Line
film "The Thin Red Line,"
effects of a boozy roommate
A war movie has been made starring Keir Dullea and Jack
disturbing the post-midnight based on a novel by James
silence as he gracefully stum- Jones. It is the well-known Warden.
Action takes place on Gua(Continued on page 6)
dacanal. Keir Dullea is one
of the privates, and he is determined to survive. With his
actions he arouses Jack Warden, and a feud between the
two begins.
These two turn out to be
the best of friends; they destroy a machine gun nest,
survive an ambush, and set
out to take a cliff full of
caves holding the enemy. This
is surely a blood-and-guts
picture.

Recent Flick Review

Distinction In Three Easy Steps

This freshman. Wade Richardson, seems reluctant at first to lose his hair, but is
convinced by upperclassmen of the distinction of being a Clemson rat.

INTER-FRATERNITY
(Continued from page 1)

Did you know that where there are four Clemson students, there is a FIFTH?
The man who lives by himself is apt to be corrupted by the company he keeps.
The vocation of every rat and ratress (female
rat) is to serve his or her upperclassmen.
Why did the elephant paint himself yellow?
Blondes have more fun.
Would you like to get ahead in life—buy a
guillotine.
How do you know if a girl is wearing a camel
sweater?
Look of the two humps.
DRIZZLE: two drips going steady.

,

\

NEW Clemson Fraternaties:
I Burnma Sig
Delta Crooked Hand
Snappa Kappa Bud
Cutta Piecea Pie
NEW Books on Campus:
' Ten Miles To The Outhouse by Willie Makit
Tigers' Revenge by Claude Tapieces
The Rat Cut by Ophelia Baldhead
The Upperclassman by Hairy Hade

skits at Tigerama on Friday
night. Just before Christmas
the IFC sponsors a Christmas
party for under-privileged
children in the Clemson area.
Members and representatives of the IFC are: Delta
Kappa Alpha—Bill Hall; Delta Phi Kappa—Bohdan Kolodij; Kappa Delta Chi—Mike
Click; Kappa Sigma Nu—Earl
Burch; Numerical Society —
Angus Lafaye; Phi Kappa
Delta—Joe Collins; Sigma Alpha Zeta—Lee Bearsh; and
Sigma Kappa Epsilon—Bobo
Lee.
Jim Hambright is president
of the IFC; the IFC advisor
is H. E. Florey, Jr.

The Unsinkable Molly Brown
Debbie Reynolds stars in a
new movie called, "The Unsinkable Molly Brown." Most
of the film is concerned with
the backwoods of Colorado.
She lives most of her life
with Ed Begley, who pulled
her out of the Colorado River
when she was an infant. Molly leaves home to go out into
the world to get herself a
wealthy husband.
Enroute, she meets Harve
Presnell and is attracted to
him. However, she continues
on her way. Harve strikes
gold near his cabin, and they
marry. They move to Denver
and buy a huge mansion in
the swanky part of town.
They go to Europe a couple
of times. On the return from
the last trip, she is on the
Titanic; she saves many lives
and receives the title of heroine.
Adorable Julia
One of the recent foreign
films entering the circuits
this fall is the "Adorable
Julia". Lilli Palmer, produc(Continued on page 6)

butes she possessed which
made it likely (according to
the legends) that she will bear
Caesar his long-sought-after
son. As they both sank slowly into the mattress, the scene
was cut and each viewer was
left to his own personal
thoughts. (!) When this scene
was shown to a packed weekend sex-starved predominantly male Clemson audience, the
house very probably came
down.
Of course the film was disappointing. It had to be. With
all the advance publicity from
the Taylor-Burton affair, the
exorbitant cost of the picture,
and Liz's state of health,
moviegoers were expecting
the greatest film ever produced. And that is precisely what
Cleopatra was not. It was a
good film, but it had the average number of mistakes. In
short, it was not great. But
the viewing public was expecting the greatest film.
Hardly anything would have
satisfied them, least of all the
only average final version of
Cleopatra. So everyone was
disappointed, and the critics
and pseudo-critics will continue to voice contempt and
condemnation for the quality
of Cleopatra for many years
to come.

By JIM FOWLER
TIGER Feature Writer
Clemson College, now a university, did not hold claim
to an alma mater until 1919—
26 years after it doors opened in 1893. The reasons for
writing it were numerous.
However,
the main reason
was an embarrassing incident
which occurred one sunny,
Saturday afternoon in May,
1918.
First ROTC Camp
Some 165 Clemson College
cadets were assembled on the
parade grounds at Plattsburg
Barracks, New York. The
main event of this assembly
was the national ROTC camp.
This was the charter year for
an organized ROTC program
at Clemson. Being the first
year for Clemson's cadets at
such an encampment, this alma mater problem arose.
Students from other representative colleges lined up on
the grounds in alphabetical
order. In the first section
was Amherst College with
Brown College not far behind.
The Clemson cadets were
near the front.
No Alma Mater
Each group was to sing
its alma mater or put on a
stunt of some kind. "'Clemson did not have an alma
mater," said Joe Black, one
of the cadets recounting the
incident. They were somewhat embarrassed about it.
"It was Amherst's time
first", this former cadet related. "Amherst had an alma
mater and those boys knew
how to sing it." Soon afterward, the students of Brown
College sang their alma mater. Now it was Clemson's
turn.
Give Cheers
"We hardly knew what
to do," Black continued.
"Col. H. F. McFeeley, commandant at Clemson at the
time, was captain of our
unit at camp. He stood out
there in front of us and
came forth with a suggestion, 'how about giving our
college yells?'"
All of the Clemson boys
knew the college yells, and
here is one of the ones that
was given:
Clemson, rah
Clemson, rah
Clemson, rah, rah, rah, rah
Tigers siss boom, clack-alack-siss boom
Siss boom hah, siss boom
rah
Eat'em up Tigers
Ay, har, rah.
"We gave several yells,"
Black went on, "and I guess

We extend a cordial invitation and a warm welcome to you to
attend the services of our church.
SUNDAY SERVICES
10 A.M.
11 A.M.

Wesleyan Youth
Evening Service

MID-WEEK PRAYER SERVICE
Wednesday at 7:30 P.M.

Near 123 Highway Bridge
For Transportation Call 654-5246

These seven rats have lost the battle with the blade. They owe this honor to the
YMCA boys, who so graciously gave of their precious lime to helo in the "trimming."

Heart Disease From Overeating
A Clemson University nutritionst has said that, contrary to recent misunderstanding, no one food causes
heart disease. Instead, overfueling and underworking the
human body is to blame.
According to Dr. E. J.
Lease, nutritionist in the
Food Science and Biochemistry Department at Clemson
University, the milling of
wheat into white flour, bran
and shorts has been proven

we did all right, but it wasn't
like those colleges with school
songs."
Embarrassed Cadet
One of the cadets who was
embarrassed over having no
alma mater that day was A.
C. Corcoran of Charleston.
When he returned to Clemson
in January of 1919, his final
year, he submitted the lyrics
for an alma mater.
These
lyrics were printed in the
TIGER and accepted officially.
Clemson's alma mater was
sung for the first time, in the
chapel, the Monday following
its publication in the Glee
Club's student newspaper.
The tune used that day was
the same tune used for the
following 30 years. Eventhough a new tune was adopted about 10 years ago,
the lyrics written by Corcoran have endured, practically
unchanged.
Even today, if you listen
carefully, you may hear a
group of Clemson rats~'cha«ting the familiar words of the
alma mater.

to be sound nutritionally as
well as economically.
"In fact," Dr. Lease pointed out, "heart disease is not
as frequently found in the
nations of the world where
wheat bread, corn bread, or
rice are the main items of
the diet.
The nutritionist said whole
wheat averages about two
percent fat, and white flour
about one percent, so the difference is negligible in the
total diets of people. Grits
and rice are also low in fat.
"The best recommendation", Dr. Lease commented,
"is to eat a variety of different foods, including bread,
fresh fruits, green and yellow
vegetables, milk, meat, and
poultry products, so you have
a fair chance of getting
enough vitamins, minerals,
and proteins."
"In additions, you should
keep yourself trim. It Ss now
generally accepted that exercise maintained through the
years, accompanied by keeping the normal body weight,
somehow tends to protect
man against coronary heart
disease.
"So, get proper exercise,
and eat properly," the nutri-

MALONE OFFERS

tionist recommends. "Do not
overfuel yourself, anymore
than you would overfuel your |
car by leaving the choke halfway out."
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THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
SEPT. 17-18-19

Keir Dullea
Jack Warden
IN

"THE THIN
RED LINE"
SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.
SEPT. 20-21-22-23

Debbie Reynolds
Harve Presnell
IN

"The Unsinkable
Molly Brown"
IN COLOR

(Continued from page 1)
publication. Such material
must be typewritten.
Any feature appearing in
THE TIGER before April 1
of this year may be considered for the award, regardless
of whether or not the writer
asks that it be considered.
The award will be made this
year at Honors and Awards
Day.

THURSDAY — SEPT. 24

Lilli Palmer
Charles Boyer
IN

'Adorable Julia'
Clemson Theatre

:

This is the average man.
The men studying him aren't.

6:45 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

Located at 103 Wesley St. just off the Greenville Highway

What's black and yellow and goes, "ZUB, ZUB,
ZUB?"
A bee flying backwards.

Rats Have Rub With Razor

Cadet Created Alma Mater

THE
CLEMSON WE5LEYAN METHODIST CHURCH
Welcomes All STUDENTS to Clemson

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Page 31

Rev. Wm. D. James, Pastor

dertake vital missions of great responsibility.
For instance, an Air Force scientist may be expld
the complex field of aerodynamics. Another mat
engaged in bioenvironmental engineering. A third f
But the young men working on this project are far from be studying the technology of nuclear weapons.
average. As Air Force officers, they are working in a field How many other professions give a young man
that requires a high degree of technological insight.
important work to do right from the start?
The fact is, most Air Force jobs today call for advanced, You can get started on an Air Force officer caree|
specialized know-how. And they give UA ■ in Cnnna enrolling in Air Force ROTC. For
young officers the opportunity to un■ Oa Wl lOI uu mation, see the Professor of AirSciel
Putting together thousands of measurements, Air Force
scientists designed this "typical" head. Its purpose? To
help provide better protective equipment for Air Force
flying personnel.
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Clemson Opens With Furman Tomorrow;
Howard Is 18-0 Against The Paladins
between the two teams for at
least six years because of
the de-emphasis of football by
Furman. The kick off at 2:00

By HOWARD FISHBEIN
TIGER Sportswriter
Tomorrow the twenty-fifth version of Frank
Howard's Tiger football team kicks off another
gridiron season. This year the Tigers have it a
little easier, facing the Furman Paladins in the
opener as opposed to last years starting encounter
with a tough Oklahoma squad.
This year's Tiger team differs with the past few Clemso .1 elevens because they do
not have the big forward line
that has been so closely associated with previous Clemson teams. Instead, this years
team features a strong, fast,
and experienced backfield.
The starting Tiger backfield
will have senior letterman
and alternate captain, Jimmy
Bell at quarterback. Running
at the halfback positions will
be Hugh Mauldin and Billy
Ward. Mauldin, a junior, is
•the hard-running, 188 pound
-left halfback, and Ward is the
'senior right halfback. The
fullback spot is stuffed with
6' 2", 221 pound, Pat "through
train" Crain. Pat had the distinction of being the highest
junior draft choice in the nation this past year. He gained more than 500 yards last
year, and he is Clemson's best
bet for Ail-American honors
this year.
FORWARD WALL
Clemson's forward wall has
sophomore "Hoss" Hostetler
at right end and Charlie
Meadowcroft, a junior, at left
end. Both Boys are fast and
sure-handed, but they do not
have the added weight and
height that Coach
Howard
usually has at the end positions. Johnny Boyette at 238,
and Rick Johnson at 210 give
the interior line the extra
beef that will be needed to
make openings in the Furman
line for the Tiger runners.
The guard positions are manned by two seniors, Joe Blackwell at left guard, and Richard Cooper at right guard.
Clemson captain, Ted Bunton
is the number one center. Ted
was All A.C.C. last year, and
has a good chance to capture
the same honor this season.
Other Tiger players that
should see plenty of action
are quarterbacks Jim Ruffner and Tommy Ray, halfbacks Hal Davis and Ellis
Dantzler; and fullbacks Bob
Baldwin and Charlie Dumas.
On the front line, ends Mike
Troy, Ted Petoskey, and Stu
Caplan; guards Lou Portas
and Bruce McClure; tackles
Butch Robbins and Mac McElmurry, and centers Joe
Waldrep and Bill Hecht
should all make appearances
on the field during the course
of play.
Zuberer At Fullback
The Bob King coached Purple Paladins won their first
game by a 13-10 score over
Mississippi College last Saturday in Greenville. Furman
is led by their high-scoring

captain and fullback, Ernie
Zuberer. Rounding out the
backfield is senior quarterback Doug Watkins, and halfbacks Jimmy Kerr and Tommy Rhoads. The line has
Crawford and Carty at the
ends, Geddie and Jepson at
the tackles, Carnes and Walton at the guard positions, and
Gerry Owens at center.
For the past week Furman
has been holding closed practice sessions. The Paladins
have been watching films of
last years Tiger team in the
hopes of picking up some important offensive and defensive information that Coach
King feels is valuable.
Last Saturday the Tigers
played an intersquad game in
Death Valley with the first
three teams pitted against the
rest of the varsity and the
number one and two freshmen teams. The
varsity
orange team easily outscored
the white team by a score of
50-6. The stars of this scrimmage game were soph halfback Frank Liberatore who
scored two touch downs, fullbacks Pat Crain and Bob
Baldwin, and halfbacks Billy
Ward and Hal Davis. Center
Ted Bunton ran 56 yards with
an intercepted pass in the
third quarter. Frank Pearce,
the Clemson kicking specialist kicked a 21 yard field goal
and five of six extra points.
The last time the Tigers
and the Paladins played each
other Clemson swamped
Furman by a score of 44-3.
This will be the last meeting

p.m. tomorrow will see the
Tigers trying to improve last
years 5-4-1 record and give
Coach Howard a chance to

capture his fourth Atlantic
Coast Conference championship.

Frosh Footballers Boast
Strongest Squad In Years
By STEVE RIFKIN
TIGER Sportswriter
The football Cubs, featuring five high school All-Americans among a bumper crop
of outstanding freshmen, are
preparing for their season opener under Coach Whitey
Jordan.
This year's team is one of
the largest freshmen football
teams in both size and number ever to play for Clemson.
The Cubs are 55 in number,
of which 41 are on scholarship. Whitey Jordan is beginning his maiden campaign
as head freshmen coach after
7 years as an assistant to
"Goat" McMillan who retired this year after twenty-six
years of service to Clemson.
The Ail-American
prep
players include center R^J.Mullen of Belle Vernon, P"en-~
nsylvania, guard Harry Olszewski of Baltimore, Maryland, end Edgar McGee of
Orangeburg,
end
Connie
Wade of Rock Hill, and tack-

le Wilson Childers of Great
Falls. Many of the other frosh
were participants in the
Shrine Bowl game and any
number were named to allstate, all-district, and all-conference teams.
Coach Jordan said: "This
year's freshmen are bigger
and stronger than past teams
and our backs are the big
surprise. They are really fast
and we expect them to make
our attack exciting." Statistics
back up the coach's statements as the ends average
out at nearly 6-3 apiece and
have an overall weight of 203
pounds per man while the
tackles bulge the line on the
average of 224 a man. The
guards are in the 195 pound
class with the centers a couple of pounds heavier.
Only one quarterback is
under 6 feet and the halfbacks round out about the
same height and average 173
in weight. Four of the five

fullbacks are over 2 0 0
pounds.
The starting team is expected to be Mullen at center, Bruce Burbick of Liverpool, Ohio, and Olszewski at
guards and Dave Burton of
Corbin, Kentucky, and Wayne
Mass of Sumler at tackles.
End is a position where 4
highly rated candidates will
have to fight it out for starting berths. The candidates are
McGee, Wade, Stan Williams
of Baltimore, Maryland, and
Joey Banton of Myrtle Beach.
The backfield will have
Roger Hayes of Travelers
Rest calling the signals and
one halfback position will be
manned by Buddy Gore of
Conway who has been a
standout in recent practices.
The other halfback position is
a tossup between Jacky Jackson of Edgefield and Charles
Hook of Manning. There are
three boys fighting for the
(Continued on page 5)

Intramural News

By TIMMIE LINK.
TIGER Sportswriter
Mr. Bill Wilhelm, Director
of Intramural Sports at Clemson, announced a varied and
broad schedule of athletics
for all students and faculty
for the coming year.
Organized sports for male
students and faculty include
touch football,
basketball,
volleyball, and Softball, with
play in touch football beginning Oct. 5. Teams may be
entered through the Intramural Office (206 Field House)
or the Resident Counselor's
Office. Teams may come from
hall floors, -fraternities, geographical locations, or campus groups or organizations. A
meeting of team captains will
be held Wednesday, Sept. 30
at 6:30 p.m. in Room 203,
Field House for discussion of
rules of play. All persons interested in participating in
| term papers and class notes, photc- one or more of these sports
raphs, news items, themes, reports. are urged to familiarize them
selves with the rules of competition and eligibility posted
in the Dormitory Office.
For the first time in Clemson's history, activities in
golf, tennis, and swimming
are offered to coeds with instruction being offered in
each sport.
Wilhelm has also announced openings for 30 to 40 boys
who would like to caddy at
lotes to bulletin board, pennants
ko wall, shelf paper, drawer linings. the Executive International
Golf Club, formerly known as
Boscobel, on the weekend of
Sept. 27-28. Boys interested
should contact Wilhelm in
Rm 206 of the Field House.

it staples

it tacks

Jimmy Bell (17) talks over the afternoon scrimmage with Hoss Hostetler (88) while
the action at last Saturday's scrimmage was at a standstill. Photo by McKinnon.

Halfback Frank Liberatore gets both feet off the ground as he attempts to sweep the
end in the scrimmage held last Saturday in Death Valley. Photo by McKinnon.

QB Bell Moves To Offense
To Direct '64 Tigers

Jimmy does not agree with
those observers who feel that
"We may lack some of the the end position will be parpotential of last years team, ticularly weak on the footbut greater desire and enthu- ball team this year, but insiasm will carry us a long stead expresses confidence in
way this season." So says the ability of the ends to
alternate captain Jimmy Bell, "come through." He says that
upon whom much of the re- most of the ends gained addisponsibility for a ' successful tional weight and strength
season will fall when the 1964 during the summer months,
edition of the football Tigers and their size is no longer
takes the field against Fur- such an important factor. He
man tomorrow. Although us- does feel, however, that a
ed primarily on defense for lack of depth and experience
the past two years, the hard- a some positions might possinosed senior from Hartsville bly hurt the Tigers, but also
will be directing the fortunes acknowledges that "only time
of the starting unit from his will tell."
quarterback position.
Jimmy is looking forward
Jimmy was on the baseball, to the Georgia Tech game as
basketball, football, and track probably the toughest on
teams during an outstanding Clemson's schedule. He also
high school career in which rates Tech number one on the
he earned eleven letters. But list of teams he would most
his activities and leadership like to beat this year. Jimmy
were not confined to the play- firmly believes that Tech is
ing field alone, and his class- not unbeatable on their own
mates elected him president field, and along with other
of the junior class and vice- members of the team he
president of the student body. would like some revenge for
There was never any question past defeats at the hands of
in Jimmy's mind about where Bobby Dodd's charges.
he would attend college, a
When asked about his most
condition which may be trac- thrilling moment in a Clemed to the fact that his father son uniform, Jimmy is quick
is a Clemson alumnus. His to recall last year's Virginia
decision was not altered by game. It was in this game
scholarship offers from five that he came off the sidelines
other schools.
to replace the injured Jim
Since coming to Clemson, Parker and put on an outJimmy has continued to be standing performance in the
an exceptional student as 35-0 rout of Virginia.
well as an outstanding athAfter graduation this year,
lete. While maintaining a Jimmy expects to go on to
grade point ratio of 3.8 in medical school to complete
pre-med, he has participated his studies. He has not dein many extra-curricular ac- cided yet where he will go,
tivities and served as presi- but if past performance is any
dent of both his sophomore indication he should do well
and junior classes.
no matter where it is.
By EMMIT LAITALA

We Pick 'Em
Walker
Clemson over Furman
Washington over Air Force
Missouri over California
Alabama over Georgia
Duke over South Carolina
L.S.U. over Texas A & M
Oklahoma over Maryland
Navy over Penn State
Northwestern over Oregon St.
West Virginia over Richmond
North Carolina over N. C. State
V.M.I, over William & Mary
Texas over Tulane
Florida over S.M.U.
Florida State over Miami
Syracuse over Boston Coll.
Memphis State over Ole Miss
Georgia Tech over Vanderbilt
Miss. State over Texas Tech.
Kansas over T.C.U.

Laitala
Clemson
Wash.
Cal.
Ala.
Duke
L.S.U.
Okla.
Navy
N' Western
W. Vir.
N. C.
V. M. I.

L.S.U.
Okla.
Navy
N' Western
W. Vir.
N. C.
V. M. I.

Tex.

Tex.

Fla.
F. S. U.
Syra.

Fla.
F. S. U.
Syra.
Miss.
Ga. Tech.
Miss. St.
Kan.

Miss.

Ga. Tech.
Texas Tech.
Kan.

Dunkel
Clemson
Wash.
Mo.
Ala.
S. C.

Stallworth
Clemson
Wash.
Mo.
Ala.
Duke
L.S.U.
Okla.
Penn State
N' Western
W. Vir.
N. C. State
V. M. I.
Tex.
Fla.
F. S. U.
Syra.
Miss.
Ga. Tech.
Miss. St.
Kan!

Rifkin
Clemson
Wash.
Mo.
Ala.
Duke
L.S.U.
Okla.
Penn State
N' Western
W. Vir.
NTG
V. M. I.
Tex.
S. M. U."
F. S. U.
Syra.
Memphis St.
Ga. TecE
Miss. St.

Kan.

Carros
Clemson
Wash.
Mo.
Ala.
Duke
L.S.U.
Okla.
Navy
N' Western
W. Vir.
N. C.
V. M. I.
Tex.
Fla.
F. S. U.
Syra.
Miss.
Ga. Tech.
Miss. St.

Kan.

Fishbein
Clemson
Wash.
Mo.
Ala.
Duke
L.S.U.
Okla.

Navy
N' Western
W. Vir.
N. C.
V. M. I.
Tex.
S. M. U.
F. S. U.
Syra.
Miss.
Ga. Tech.
Miss. St.
Kan.

DELICIOUS
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party costumes, prom decorations,
school projects, posters, stage sets.
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By FRANK WEEDON
N. C. State should field a
sound first unit, but depth
could cause some concern in
1964. There are 13 lettermen
returning from the Wolfpack's Liberty Bowl and cochampionship Atlantic Coast
Conference team. Sixteen lettermen will be missing.
The lack of an experienced
quarterback and an experience-shy secondary will be major problems to be overcome.
Ron Skosnik, a senior who '
has seen limited service, and
sophomore holdout Charlie
Noggie, are the top two candidates for the quarterback
spot. How well they take over will have a lot to do with
the Wolfpack's final 19€4
record. Also available at
quarterback will be junior
Page Ashby and sophomore
Bill James, a defensive specialist.
The Pack will be strong
at fullback with two-time
letterman Pete Falzarano
and junior letterman Gus
Andrews available. But senior Jimmy Guin, at wingback, is the only other back
who has played enough to
win a letter. Junior Shelby
Mansfield will run with the
first unit at diveback, with
sophomores Don DeArmenJ,
Gale Tart, and Jimmy Cutchins backing him up. Larry Brown, a junior who has
not seen game action, and
sophomores Gary Rowe and
Wendell Coleman back up
Guin at wingback.
Strong tackles, with good
size and speed, are the assets v
to a front line that is expected to have experienced personnel at each number one
position, but only two lettermen on the second unit. Ray
Barlow, at right end, is one
of the ACC's top*players. He'
caught four passes last year,;
three of them going for touch j
downs. He also caught three
passes in the Liberty Bowlo
one for a TD. There isn't a
better defensive end in the
ACC than Barlow. Two nonlettered juniors, Tony Golmont and Will Mann, give
Barlow support at right end,
along with sophomore Gary
Whitman. Letterman Bill Hall
gets backing from three sophomores: Bill Gentry, Charles
Tayloe and John Stec, at left
end.
Glenn Sasser (220) and Rosie Amato (225) both regulars
last year, are one-two at left
tackle, with promising Iceland Hughes (240) behind
them. The right side tackle is
hefty with senior letterman
Steve Parker (245) and jun- '
iors Dave Ellis (230) and !
Dave Carter (215) the top
men.
Co-captain Bennett Williams, Silas Snow, Whitey
Martin, an end last year, and
Golden Simpson are all senior lettermen at guard, with
sophomores Bobby Smith and
Terry Jenkins pushing them.
Lou DeAngelis, a demon linebacker, is the number 1 center, with junior college transfer Jack Thomas expected to
play a good bit of offensive
center. DeAngelis is all-star (
calibre.
'
The Pack lost five all-ACC
players off last year's team.
Replacing them will be difficult. So will the '64 schedule which finds the Pack
*
challenging North Carolina,
Clemson, Maryland, Alabama
and Duke in the first five
games.

i

(Including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk Stapler

Jo bigger than a pack of gum. Refills
Ivailable everywhere. Made in U.S.A.
It any stationery, variety, book storel

Wolfpack Preview

Dan Walton, a big 228 pound right guard, will see a lot
of the Tiger backfield tomorrow from his defensive right
guard position for the Paladins.

All freshmen interested in
playing freshmen basketball
this fall are asked to contact
.
Coach George Krajack at the /
field house. In making this
announcement, head basketball coach Bobby Roberts
urged any interested freshmen to come down and try
out for the team. Only three
freshmen were signed to basketball scholarships this year
and members of the freshmen
class will make up the remainder of the squad.
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Double Trouble

T/6E&
By BILLY WALKER
TIGER Sports Editor

'

FOOTBALL FOR '64
College football comes to Tiger town tomorrow
afternoon in the form of the Furman Paladins.
Coach Frank Howard fields his 25th team as head
;oach, and a lot of questions will be answered.
Much mention has been made of the fact that
he Tigers are without a pair of big ends who
;hrive on hapless halfbacks trying to get outside.
The Tigers could use that type of ends, but they
nust win without them this year.
Tiger end coach Bob Jones has come to the
same conclusion. Jones is confident that his smaller but quicker ends will be able to use their speed
to stop ball carriers. "Our ends," said Jones, "are
not as big as we would like, but they are fast
enough to beat their opponents on the initial Pictured in the top photo is
Wyche, a hard runcharge. And then there is our defense," continued Sammy
ning quarterback, who puts
Jones. "We play what is called the basic 5-4 the Furman offense in high
gear when he enters the game.
Oklahoma, which makes the end just another In
the lower photograph is
tackle on the outside. The corner man has the pri- Tommy Rhoads, the Paladins
mary outside responsibility and our corner men hard running right halfback,
who broke away for long
are big enough to handle anyone."
gains in Furman's game with
In the game-type scrimmage last Saturday af- Mississippi College last Saturday night. Both of the boys
ternoon, Coach Jones' ends were not at their best. are expected to see considerThey seemed sluggish on offense and slow to re- able action in the game with
act on defense. This was Coach Howard's opinion the Tigers tomorrow.
also when he talked to reporters following the FROSH FOOTBALLERS
(Continued from page 4)
first half of the scrimmage. Howard promised
starting fullback slot. They
that the entire squad would be full of life next are: Benny Michael of BeauSaturday. Howard said: "I'm glad nobody got fort, Arthur Craig of Greer
hurt today, because I'm going to work hell out and Bo Ruffner of Latrobe,
Pennsylvania. The kicking of
of them this week."
extra points and field goals
The ends may have given a mediocre perform- is expected to be handled by
ance, but Coach Jones should know just how they Jimmy Walker of Cheraw.
Better than half the squad
stack up with those from seasons past because
hails from South Carolina,
he's seen more of them than anyone on the Clem- but there are eleven other
son staff. Jones began his coaching career while states represented. North
still a student at Clemson in 1930. He took over Carolina has six and New
as end coach in 1940. In Jones' own words: "I've Jersey five.
The Cubs open up their
been around a good while and I tell you that the five game schedule at home
ends we have this year will be more than ade- October 2nd against Wake
quate. Let me tell you something about them if Forest in an afternoon game.
Then comes Georgia at Athyou have time."
ens, Saturday night October
"Hoss Hostetler," Jones began, "is a good foot- 10, following the varsity
ball player. He has a fierce competitive spirit and game; Duke at home Octobjust can't stand to be beaten at anything. He re- er 16th; South Carolina at
night in Columbia Thursday,
minds me a lot of an end named Glenn Smith. October 22nd, and the final
He was an all-conference end in '49-'50-'51. Hoss game is against Georgia Tech
in Atlanta on the night of
is fast and can catch the ball."
"Ted Petoskey," said Jones, "is a good little October 30th.
football player. He weighs about 173, but he can
move around. He has a knack of getting open on
passes. His quickness will overcome his lightness.
Both Charlie Meadowcroft and Mike Troy are
good blockers. Troy has good hands for catching
the ball, but he has had trouble with injuries.
"You know," remarked Jones, "Wayne Bell has
opened my eyes this fall. He is going to be a very
fine end. He's a good end right now. He blocks
good, in fact, he does a lot of things real well. He
picked up about 20 pounds over the summer and
came back ready to play."

Bunton Begins Third
Year As A Starter
By BILL JOHNSON
TIGER Sportswriter
One Tiger who will be a
menace to Clemson's opponents this season will be Ted
Bunton, a 215 pound senior
from Pelzer.
Bunton began his football
career in the ninth grade at
Palmetto High School. At
Palmetto he played both center and guard, manning the
guard position his senior
year. After graduation from
high school Ted received offers of four football scholarships, but finally decided on
Clemson because he came
from a "Clemson family."
Ted's older brother, Donnie,
also attended Clemson.
Bunton, who has been the
starting center for the Tigers
the past three years, was asked who would be Clemson's
toughest opponents in the
ACC. Ted replied; "North
Carolina and Duke." Clemson
and Duke have advantages in
that North Carolina must
play both teams, while Clemson and Duke do not meet
this year Ted believes that
Clemson will be among the
top three teams in the ACC
at the season's end. As for the
Tigers toughest opponent this
year, Ted places Georgia Tech
at the top of the list.
Several of his teammates
have impressed Ted as being
exceptional players. Among
them are Jimmy Bell, senior
quarterback and
alternate

FURMAN vs. MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE
The Furman Paladins will rely on fullback
Ernie Zuberer for their yardage when the going
gets tough. Zuberer gained 513 yards on 126 carries last season for a 4.1 yard average per carry.
He was used every time short yardage was needed last Saturday.
Some of the Mississippi College running backs
were of the smaller variety last Saturday night.
"One of those boys was so little," said Clemson
Coach Banks McFadden, "that you might call him
a specialist. He could only play when the wind
was behind him . . . Herman Helms, sports editor
of the Columbia STATE, observed last week
while at Clemson that the Tiger Cubs and the
Carolina Biddies both have strong squads this
year. Their game at Columbia on October 22nd
should be a good one.

captain; Pat Crain, All-Conference fullback last year;
and Hoss Hostetler, a sophomore end. Ted thinks that
Clemson's defense will be a
better one than that of the
two previous years. According to Bunton, the offensive
attack is sound. When asked
about a pass offense, Ted replied that he hoped that the
team would "throw only
when we have to." Bunton
believes that the Tigers kicking game will be greatly improved by sophomore Don
Barfield. As for top players
in the ACC, Ted felt that Dan
Reeves of U.S.C. and Mike
Curtis of Duke would be among the best in the conference.
Bunton was a little wary
of predicting any post season
bowl activity for the Tigers
but felt that "our chances are
as good as anyone else's."
"Any bowl would suit me,"
Bunton added.
Bunton, an Agricultural Education major, considers the
Maryland game in his sophomore year as his most exciting
contest.
Incidentally,
Clemson won 17-14. Bunton
remarked that the new substitution rule "will help the
Tigers"; but Clemson would
still run the two team system
as in the past. He had no predictions on the top team in
the nation, but he was confident that the Tigers will
defeat Furman tomorrow.

BOB KING
HEAD COACH

LYLES ALLEY

Athletic Director

!'

Ernla Zuberer, FB - C»pt

ALTERNATE CAPTAIN

C. U. Rifle Team
Begins Practice

■at

here .

The Clemson University
Firing Tigers will open the
season with a weekend trip
to fire against North Georgia
College at Dahlonega, Georgia, and Georgia Tech at Atlanta. The match with Georgia Tech will correspond with
the date of the Georgia TechClemson football game, and a
win for both Tiger teams is a
possibility.
This trip is only one of
more than eighteen scheduled at this time for the coming year. Matches with teams
as far south as Florida and
as far north as Tennessee
have been scheduled.
The team will have most of
(Continued on page 6)

COMPLETE LINE MILITARY SHOES
ALL SIZES
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

JUDGE KELLER
MILITARY SHOES
BRASSO
SHIRTS & SLACKS

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

SLOAN'S MEN'S WEAR

Hardware - Sporting Goods

Sweaters — Pullover & Button Down
Military Shoes — Tennis Shoes — Black Socks
SPECIAL ON SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS

"Serving This Section Since 1885"
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Harper's 5 & 10c Store
College Ave.

WELCOME STUDENTS
WE HAVE SPECIAL
PRICES ON ALL
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Check With Us
For
All Your Needs
Harper's Sells If For Less

DAN'S

CLEMSON
TIGERS

CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE

PEPSI COLA

FRANK ON FRANK
Halfback Frank Liberatore is another outstanding sophomore who has developed greatly. Prior
to the spring game last March Coach Frank Howard remarked: "We just haven't had the time to
mess with Liberatore. His marks are so low, he'll
have to do some real studying to play ball for us
next fall." Immediately following the scrimmage
last Saturday Coach Howard commented on Liberatore again: That boy can really run. That's
what good coaching will do for a boy. With a
little experience, he should make a fine halfback."
You can never tell who is going to play and who
isn't.
A freshman halfback also turned in some fancy
running at the scrimmage last Saturday. He was
Buddy Gore, a 6-0, 180-pound outside threat from
Conway.

Page 5

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your Qiexall) Store

June Graduates
Order
Your
Rings

Welcomes
All Students

a new high in trim styling-only $Q •
FARAH MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. EL PASO, TEXAS
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Tom's Letters Raise Complaints
RIOT SQUAD

Sponsoring in the Rat Hop this year, these beauties are, left to right, top row: Miss Katty DeJarneite for E. T.
Smith, Jr., president; Miss Laurie Fowler for Neil Robinson, vice president; Miss Brenda Gregg for Edward Munnerlyn, secretary-treasurer; Miss Mary Gillespie for Hank Baumann, placing chairman; (bottom row) Miss Pat Sowell for Johnny Scoggins, publicity chairman; Miss Mary Price for Ken Bolt, floor chairman; Miss Em Heins for
Glenn Corley, decorations chairman; and Miss Susan Scoggins for John McConnelL alternus.

NATIONAL SCENE RERUN

Goldwater Urges Union Control
EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following column was published previously in THE
TIGER, February 1, 1963.
This is the first in a series
of articles that will cover
differing political viewpoints.
By Senator Barry Goldwater,
Arizona
In my understanding of the
Constitution, the intent written into it by our Founding
Fathers was the prohibition
against the gathering of power in any one branch of our
tripartite system of government or any segment of our
society.
We are witnessing in our
National Government today,
and we have been for nearly
three decades, the movement
of more and more rights away
from the people and the
States into the hands of the
bureaucrats in Washington.
And we have witnessed how
this power can be used to
.benefit one segment of the
economy, giving it monopolistic power.
I refer specifically to the
concentration of power in the
hands of labor leaders of today. This power came about
as the result of Federal legislation. Its correction can

only come through congressional action which would remove those provisions of existing law which confer a
privileged status on labor unions. This exempt position is
not related to the unions' bargaining power in legitimate
labor-management disputes.
I would suggest the tremendous concentration of potential power in the hands of labor is contrary to the public
interest, and in "the public"
I include the working union
members.
Labor unions enjoy many
special privileges and immunities under Federal law which
are creative of power. By far
the most important of these is
the exclusive right to represent all the employees in the
unit for purposes of collective
bargaining, even if the union
has been selected as bargaining agent by only a narrow
majority, which in many circumstances under our existing law, in fact, constitutes
only a minority.
There is an unconscious
tendency on the part of many
to regard labor-management
relations as the exclusive concern of the parties directly involved — i.e., of the union
and employer.

Bands Sharpen Skills
For Halftime Show
This year's Clemson football season opens with a
splash of color and sound as
2,500 high school musicians
take to the field during halftime for the tenth annual
Band Day tomorrow at the
Clemson - Furman football
game.

TIGER Banquet
Time Changed
President Edwards and the
Administration will hold a
banquet for the TIGER staff
members at 6:30 p.m. Monday, September 21. This banquet, an annual event, will
be held this year in the Gold
Room at the Clemson House
One highlight of the affair
is an open discussion between
the Administration and the
staff. Questions, not necessarily pertaining to the TIGER, will be answered by the
staff and the Administration.
According to TIGER editor,
Bill Linn, such discussions
help to bring about a better
understanding between The
TIGER staffers and the Administration.
President Edwards will open the banquet with a welcome for the old and new
members. Among the administrators attending will be
Dean Walter Cox and TIGER
advisors, Mr. Lewis Henry
and Dr. C. B. Green. All
members of the TIGER are
invited.

Visiting bandsmen from
forty high schools in South
Carolina, North Carolina, and
Georgia, will take part in the
halftime display, produced
and directed by John H. Butler, director of bands at Clemson.
Col. Harold B. Bachman,
director emeritus of the University of Florida Bands will
be the guest conductor.
Color guards, numbering
135 persons, will again be
under the direction of Morgan G. Brenner of York, Pa.
The over 190 majorettes will
be directed by Mrs. Lou Fain
of Clemson; she will be assisted by the Clemson Tiger
Band solo twirlers, Dynva
Edens and Sandy Tarquino.
During the halftime show,
the combined bands will play
Pride and Glory, Hosts of
Freedom, People, Moon River, and the Clemson Alma
Mater. They will form different formations including
"Bands" and "CU-75".

Flo's
Dress Shop
Those who know
go to Flo
HON. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.

"&L QMLc (9/ <9L,lauranl."
NORTH MAIN STREET

PRUITT'S SHOPPING CENTER

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

TIN CAN COMPLAINT

the horticulture department.
The very fact that in 1955
the University and the State
of S. C. spent $5-million on
the new dormitories which
were outdated and inadequate
before the plans came from
the drawing boards again exemplifies the ignorance of the
administration in failing to
utilize the abilities of those
here on campus who have
been educated in these specific areas e.g. ARCHITECTURE/LANDSCAPING.
It is obvious that the administration did not make the
decision to change from mili-

tary to civilian overnight.
Why then, were the dorms
designed to accommodate only
the military when one year
later they were to be civilian
occupied? Was the administration so nearsighted, as to
overlook the problems of the
co-educational campus with
this change to civilian? How
could anyone justify the use
of extensive glass walls surrounding oft traversed concrete wastelands? The administration recently proved here,
as on previous occasions that
they cannot rectify these
blunders overnight by simply

Student Senate Has
Busy First Meeting
Clemson's Student Senate
held its first meeting for this
year last Monday night. One
proposed bill which was sent
to a committee is designed to
create a system of fines for
infractions of school regulations.
President of the Senate
Tommy Hamm presented a
revised set of "Rules of the
Senate." After an explanation
of the rules and some discussion they were adopted by the
Senate.
Rudy Antoncic, vice-president of the student body, presented the report of Student
Body President Jimmy Bell.
The report included the following appointments: Ways
and Means Committee—Dan-

ny Ford (Chairman), Fred
McMurray, Jim Sutherland,
and Frank Schuler; Election
Committee — Ken Stovall
(Chairman); Finance Committee—Ed Kinnett and Mike
Mahon. The Senate will consider these names at its next
meeting.
John Shelley, chairman of
the Student Organization and
Activities Committee of the
Student Senate, late said
that all clubs and organizations must file copies of their
constitutions and Student Organization Reports in the Office of Student Affairs before
any club can be recognized
by Student Government. The
Student Organization Report
must be renewed every year.

RECENT FUCK

EXPERT ADVISES

(Continued from page 3)
er-director Charles Beyer's
wife, plays the starring roll.
This french movie depicts
IJlli as an aging mother. She
feels her age more as her son
reaches college age. When
Jean Sorel, an accountant in
their office makes a play for
her, she is at first shocked,
then delighted and reciprocates via clandestine meetings
in his apartment. Jean's passion wanes after a time, and
he takes up with a younger
actress who gets a part in
Lilli's play with Boyer*s cooperation.
She shows up on opening
night realizing that she and
Sorel are finished. At this
point a transition takes place;
she begins to act her age. Her
relationship with Boyer once
again continues on its usual
level.

Dear Tom:
We are deeply distressed by
funds for purposes not relat- the unprofessional attitude toed to collective bargaining ward the design of the archieven where union member- tectural aspects of our uniship is compulsory.
versity's campus. This dilem5. Power to compel workers ma is the result of the misuse,
to join the union as a condi- indeed the apparent total distion of continued employment. regard of the existing facili6. The right of a union se- ties here well afforded by the
lected by a majority of the School of Architecture and
workers to bargain for all
employees. This includes the
right to bargain for those who under the doctrine of Federal
were compelled to join the preemption.
union as well as those who
In listing the special grants
can be arbitrarily denied and immunities, I do it not
membership.
to suggest that all of them
7. Power to compel the em- should necessarily be removployer to bargain exclusively ed, but to illustrate just what
with the majority union.
powers unions have.
8. Absolute authority to
I certainly do not feel that
deny union membership to the public interest is served
workers employed in the bar- by the possession of the mongaining unit, on any grounds opolistic power by unions. I C. U. RIFLE
or for no reason at all.
(Continued from page 5)
am convinced that it must be
9. The right, in some situa- limited and I intend to intro- last year's varsity members
tions, to invade the privacy duce legislation to restore a back to fill the top five of
of workers, even against their more reasonable and worka- six positions. Most of the
wishes. This deprives them of ble balance in the Nation's matches will have a ten man
a legal right enjoyed by all labor - management relation- limit so some new team memother members of society.
bers will be able to break inship.
10. The right, in some situaThe enactment of legisla- to the lineup to fill the retions, to compel employers to tion which will protect the maining positions.
make available for union use interests of the individual
Any student interested in
the private property of the worker, labor, management, trying out for the team should
employer.
and the public will prepare report to the Rifle Range lo11. The right to compel the the way for the conduct of cated under Sixth Barracks
employer to provide protec- free and fair collective bar- between one and four in the
tion against any physical vio- gaining without the need for afternoon, Monday through
lence on the part of workers Government meddling.
Friday.
who resist invasion of their
privacy.
12. Unions are immune
from the payment of damages
for personal and property injuries inflicted on employers
or others by union members
engaged in activities, such as
strikes or picketing. And this
stands even in situations
where such activities have
been officially authorized and
directed by the union.
13. The right to strike for
objectives wholly unrelated
to any proper subject of collective bargaining. This is in
contrast to the severely limited right of an employer to
engage in a lockout.
14. The right in some situations, to examine an employer's books and records—
SPECIAL RATES FOR DANCE WEEKEND
including those containing
such confidential data as costs,
WONDERFUL ATMOSPHERE FOR COUPLES
profits, and prices.
15. And finally, the almost
Go Under Railroad Bridge and
complete immunity of unions
Turn Right at Top of Hill
from any liability, penalty, or
restriction under State law

(Continued from page 3)
bles in. Dr. Fink found this
part of his comprehensive
study fairly easy to make.
Many of the campus drunks
volunteered to drink only the
specified brand of liquor for
the next year, drinking as
usual — every night. All of
the others were to be teatotallers. Results from this series
of test showed that the group
who came in drunk every
night were locked out of their
room nine times out of ten.
The group who did not drink
found their roommates standing at their door with open
arms—they all got married.
Dr. Fink was forced to
cease his interview at this
point, as an egg hit him right
in the mouth. He would have
kept on going if those goodneighborly rats had not carried him on their shoulders
to his car.
Our interview closed with
the great Dr. Fink being
escorted by the police to
the airport. His next appearance will be in Nome.
Alaska, to address the Brotherhood for the Advancement of Cottonpickers.

replacing concrete with grass
patches and glass with fa6tory-like laminated panels.
We laud the administration
for these attempts at solving
the problems. We also realize
the difficulty of limited funds.
But does the most inexpensive
way justify the sacrifice the
students, indeed the standards
of our university, must make
in accepting these crude,
course, and unimaginative attempts?
It is most disturbing to us
and our colleagues that a
leading university in the
South should have to resort
to such an approach. One
can find many more instances
where we the students seem
to blindly accept that which
is so obviously not only ugly,
but downright bad by anyone's standards. One wonders
if we have any standards at
all. Accepting such an attitude is giving us an environment which is becoming increasingly impossible to live
with. Now that we are a university and must act accordingly, is it asking too much
that we look like one?
Dennis M. Ryan '66
Gerald L. Walker '66
Clement P. Ryan '66

AL CAIOLA

GOES

WESTERN
l
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... and captures the long-favored music
of the wide open country as no one has
ever done before. It you like your sound
big and brilliant, yet supple and sophisticated, Al is the man for you. He has a
special way with a guitar. Every one of
the sparkling dozen instrumentals in
this exciting album is a real winner!

AL CAIOLA: ON THE TRAIL
AVAILABLE IN STEREO, OR MONAURAL,
AT RECORD STORES EVERYWHERE.
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Magnolia Manor
SERVING FINE FOOD
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Any Volkswagen fits it.

WELCOMES YOU BACK

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB
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Welcomes Membership

ALEXANDER DRUG CO.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
WE INVITE YOU TO COME
SEE US FOR YOUR
DRUG AND SUNDRY ITEMS
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Where a settlement is
reached as the result of collective bargaining and without the intervention of a work
stoppage resulting from either a strike or a lockout, it is
safe to say, almost without
exception, that in reaching
the settlement none of the negotiating parties paid the
slightest attention to its future impact on the economy
of the Nation or its effect on
the public interest.
The public is the overlooked body in most of the legislation written in the Congress of late, particularly in
the field of labor-management
relations. There are protections written into the labormanagement law, and while
they are not adequate, they
exist; but the tendency today
is to ignore them and by this
action to further ignore the
important role the public
plays in any labor-management dispute.
It behooves us to examine
the nature of the continually
recurring labor crises in the
United States. Even a cursory
examination will reveal one
obvious truth: that labor unions have access to far too
much power for the good of
the economy or the health of
the Nation.
Now it surprises no one to
realize the immense size and
the great economic strength
possessed by American unions
today. It is worth noting,
however, that big labor did
not gain its present vital position in our society wholly,
or even primarily, through its
own efforts.
The Federal Government,
that ever-present arbiter, policeman, and entrepreneur of
American life, has made organized labor what it is today.
Just to give you an idea of
the preferred position held by
today's union in the economic
scheme of things, I have compiled a list of special privilege, immunities and rights
and powers enjoyed by labor
unions under the Federal law.
1. Almost total immunity
under the anti-trust laws.
2. Immunity from taxation.
3. Immunity from injunctions by Federal courts.
4. Authority to use union

Dear Tom:
Well, it's a new year, and
there is a new crop of rats.
For many of them the first
few weeks are filled with first
impressions. It seems a pity
one of them was a little
drama: "How Not to Control
a Noisy Crowd." It had quite
a cast including about three
hundred Clemson students and
enough police to control (?)
a full scale race-riot. Typical
police methods were aptly
demonstrated by certain members of Clemson's Police Department. Rumor has it the
cops are getting new billies
—they're wearing out the old
ones.
While most upperclassmen
have become hardened to
such actions, it wasn't a very
pleasant sight for impressionable freshmen. Nice stuff to
write home about: "Dear
Mom, last night I saw the
cops slug a student . . ."
Certainly Clemson students
should conduct themselves
with the dignity expected of
university men. Respect for
law and order should also be
a characteristic of a Clemson
Gentleman. However, it is
hard to respect the law as represented by Clemson's police
in the face of this and other
incidents involving these police. I'm sure, however, Clemson students will remain
Clemson Gentlemen and will
not lower themselves to the
level of the town's law enforcement (?) division.
Jim Hicks
Class '67

"Your Walgreen Agency"

TO

All Students
FOR
THE

COMING SEMESTER
CONTACT BILL SHIVERS
B-819
OR BILL CUCOLO
D-532

You should see ourline-up of spareVolkswagen
fenders.
It's monotonous. They're all alike.
But convenient. Nobody ever has to wait for
weeks for the right fender for their model. (Or
the left.)
Or the hood or the trunk lid or the bumper or
the door.
Volkswagens have compatible insides, too.
An example:
The clutch for the 1964 VW works in the 1949
VW. Better. It's been improved five times since '49.
Though many Volkswagen parts grow better
every year, they rarely outgrow the Volkswagen.
So we only have to worry about one kind of
fender.
One kind of clutch.
One kind of car.
That's why we can carry so many spare parts.
For a car that hardly ever needs them.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc. @
3302 N. Main St. — Anderson
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